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I easy and safe handling

a 2.15/16" - 75 mm depth of cut
tr fence with fine adjustment

n rationally ground and ribbed table

12" TILTING
ARBOR SAW

(1 turn - Z); it is therefore extremely
accurate in selecting tilt from t to 45".
All movements are both swíft and
smooth.

Tilting Arbor Saw Model "Sl '12b"
ís a machine of small dimensíons
combin ing extremely rugged
construction and attractive price, and
would serve the purposes of thctse
industries where plastíc materíals
and alloys are commonly used and
also builders enterprises, shipyards,
worksh ops, maintena nce departments,
stores, schools and hospítals.
The heavy ground table firmly bolted
on the frame, supports the saw-unit
including motor up to 4 kW
(5,5 HP) ther'etore no mechanical

movement allows a quick rise and
fall of the saw ('l turn : 3/16" -
5 mm ) and keeps the riving knife
always in the same position with
the saw.
The tilting
of the blade
is obtained
through an
endless screw

function for the
f, Yated steel frame
is ,,Jeded.
The uniform
vertical
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also for seriously
exacting works
TABLE
Heavily ribbed cast iron, the surface
is precision ground for accurate work

EXTENSION TABLE
The two bars on the right side of the
blade can be extended to increase
the distance from saw to fence up
to 50".

SAW CRADLE
ls connected to the table at its ends
by lunette-shaped rests to allow
tilting.
The blade has fast and smooth tilt
and lifting actuated by sector gears
and endless screw.

SAV/ TILTING
Every rotation of handwheel gives
? tilt.

ARBOR
Manufactured from high tensile steel
The arbor runs in "sealed for life"
ball bearings and can accommodate
extension dado heads up to 2"
(50 mm ).
Drive is through three V belt pulleys
The motor is totally enclosed and
fan cooled.

RIP FENCE
C ast. i ron, w ith m ic ro-ad iustme'nt
s/ides on a solid bar; can be locked
at both ends.
Disfance Írom saw is shown on the
scale fixed on the bar.

MITRE GAUGE
Slides in two slots.
Angle of cut is clearly shown on scale.
ls provided with a telescopic length
gauge for repetition crosscut and
squaring of small size panels.

GUAR D
Machine is provided with riving knife
on which is mounted an alumÌnium
guard always at the sme distance
from saw.

SLIDING TABLÊ
Rigidly constructed and of large
su rface.
Runs on a rod rail which can be
moved lengthwise and fixed in any
position by a patented system.
The swivelling arm with articulated
loint keeps the table in horizontal
positÌor-t and allows the perfect
squaring of doors and panels.
When not required, table folds out

specificotions
Standard diameter of saw blade

Max. diameter of saw blade
Diameter of the saw spindle

Depth of cut
Maximum depth of cut (w¡th 12"

300 mm Ø blade)
Maximum depth of cut at 45'

Speed of saw spindle
Horsepower of motor

(on request)
Size of table

Width of crosscut
Maximum width of crosscut

to right of saw blade (on request)
Size of fence

Size of sliding table
Max. sliding table stroke

Table height
Table in front of saw with max. cut

Overall dimensions

Gross we

Net weight
with sliding table)
ght with seaworthy

packing case
(with sliding table)

Overall measurements of seaworthy
packing case

(with sliding table)

of the way of the oPerator.

STANDARD EOUIPMENT
Removable table insert
Saw guard and riving knife
Rip fence
Mitre gauge
Wrenches.

EXTRA EOUIPMENT
Sliding table with 1050 mm
(41.3¡8") oz 1250 mm (49 314")
maximum stroke
Table extension for a maximum'
rip of 50" (1270 mm ) and 60"
(1520 mm )
Motor 3 or 4 kW (4 or 5,5 HP)
Eccentric clamP
Overload switch Protection

sr12b
10" - 250 mm
12" - 300 mm
1"-25 mm
2j5/16" - 75 mm

3.15/16" - 100 mm
2.314" - 70 mm
3600 r.p.m.
2,2 kW (3 HP)
3 or 4 kW (4 or 5,5 HP)
27.3/4"x33.3/8" - 705x850 mm
25" - 635 mm

50" or 60" - 1270 or 1l
27 .3 / 4" x2.9 1 16" - 705x65
26.318"x11 'r- 670*280 mm
41 .3/8" - 1050 mm
33.1 12" - 850 mm
25.1 12" - 650 mm
41.3/8"x35.1 /2"
1050x900 mm

'ìm
¡m

345 Kg
385 Kg

'l 100x950x1170 mm (1,22 mr)
1340x950x1 160 mm (1,48 mr)

240 Kg
280 Kg

The illustral¡ons and lhe data contained in this brochure
are not binding. SCM reserves the right to make changes
lor technical, commercial and organ¡zalional reasons, the
main characler¡st¡cs of the machines remaining unaltered.
ln add¡tion, the parts added, such as the proleclions,
accessories, etc... can differ to conform to the laws and
special requirements oi the countries to which the machines
are to be supplied.

scm
/

'hnryyØ SCM Intemational S.PA.
47040 Villa Verucchio - Rimini - Itaiy

Via Casale, 384
Tel. 0541/677061-677272-677242 - Telex 550142o¡1r P¿z¡rnL v€¡!cch o
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